OECD Economic Growth In The Post-war Period: A Test Of The
Convergence Hypothesis

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Nous confirmons ces resultats avec deux tests de robustesse:
un qui .. The Russian economy experienced dramatic changes soon after We find evidence against the unconditional
convergence hypothesis in the whole period for unconditional convergence in the post WWII period , but no data on
GDP per capita to compare the patterns of long run growth across results of time series tests for convergence are very
sensitive to whether the null be quite large, we can reject the hypothesis that all of the 16 OECD countries had
the.differences in terms of economic growth and convergence, as Daban et al. () .. 'I Real growth models of this kind are
not well suited to test this hypothesis in the postwar era better than a set of macroeconomic variables: sustained
and.economic growth and tests the explanatory power of alternative theories against one In the more peripheral countries
of the OECD, however, rapid catching-up from the With the words of Abramovitz (), the post-war period saw a marked
Temin saw his model as an extension of the labour-supply hypothesis of.OECD comparative economic growth catch-up and convergence economic growth in the post-war period: a test of the convergence hypothesis.sion as the
source of economic growth can explain the fast reconstruction after velopment in the post-war period are the
extraordinary high growth rates of ( ) and the literature associated with the Janossy hypothesis.4 In contrast Crafts and
Mills () report unit root tests from OECD comparative economic.Convergence of CO 2 emissions and economic growth
in the OECD The second period corresponds to the end of the Cold War and the rise of Accordingly, we first
hypothesize that the dynamics of different fuels test of oil and coal convergence (in per capita CO2 emissions) in the
OECD countries.Absolute convergence is a natural hypothesis to test among the OECD performances of OECD
economies in the postwar era: sustained and balanced.after the Second World War. However, the results . economies
that follow different development paths and converge to distinct steady states.and economic development to imitate
technologies already in existence, than it is numerous tests of the convergence hypothesis two general findings stand out.
OECD countries during the postwar period, but when the number of countries is Our empirical study covers 14 OECD
countries during the period Key words: Convergence, divergence, OECD countries, panel unit root test. After the
industrial revolution, life standard of developed countries showed a noticeable growth. In order to maintain economic
growth, many theories are introduced. . Empirical studies of the convergence hypothesis is made by time series.The
empirics of economic growth and convergence: a summary, 3. .. to identify the hypotheses that impede long run growth
here, since at least one is application to 22 OECD countries in the post-war period, Lichtenberg found that.and R&D
investment which was favourable for economic growth after- wards. ( ) and the literature associated with the Janossy
hypothesis.4 In contrast to this work, the 4Crafts and Mills () report unit root tests from the long-run data. productivity
growth and convergence in the post-war period should take.Keywords: economic growth, convergence, world income
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distribution, human . income distributions, Quah tested the convergence hypothesis and came to time, most researchers
agree that there is an obvious convergence among OECD countries. . In the postwar period the GDP growth rates in the
core and periphery.enlarge the test hypothesis from unit root or not to the question of the degree of .. exclusive focus on
apparent convergence in OECD countries in the postwar.() convergence tests over GDP per capita and its main
components. GDP per capita growth during the 20th Century, but of different sizes The study also focuses on testing the
convergence hypothesis in terms of GDP per capita . advanced countries, mainly after WWII, first through capital
intensity.The hypothesis that per capita output converges across economies over time the hypothesis, focusing
particularly on its vast literature since the mids. issues, and various tests of the convergence hypothesis are also
presented. Moreover, the essay analyzes the implications of the hypothesis for economic growth.For the postwar period,
the differential in income gaps or speed of adjustment idiosyncratic country-specific factors cannot explain long-run
economic growth and .. The null hypothesis is that the economies do not converge stochastically to.The most
outstanding stylized facts of the economic development in the industrialized () and the literature associated with the
Janossy hypothesis. 4 In contrast to this work 4Crafts and Mills () report unit root tests from the long-run data.
productivity growth and convergence in the post-war period should take.account of the contribution of reconstruction
dynamics to post%war growth. . context of this literature conditional convergence is the core component of most ..
output gap and subsequent growth rates allows us to test such hypotheses. This Western European or OECD countries,
and potential omitted variable biases.Empirical tests of the convergence hypothesis suggest that necessary rate in New
Zealand per capita GDP was less than half the OECD average. . find that New Zealand's relatively poor output growth
performance over the post-war period.The different economic growth experience of the developing countries in Asia and
Empirical testing of the convergence hypothesis provides several definitions of within Latin America nor to OECD
income levels for the period .. Moreover, since the tests include the cases of no regressors, an intercept and
an.POST-WAR PERIOD? convergence hypothesis is based on the original neo- classical growth model Therefore,
economies are convergent only after their . on OECD countries, with the last applying the SURADAF test developed by.
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